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Abstract

Background: Continuous monitoring of vital signs by using wearable wireless devices may allow for timely detection of clinical
deterioration in patients in general wards in comparison to detection by standard intermittent vital signs measurements. A large
number of studies on many different wearable devices have been reported in recent years, but a systematic review is not yet
available to date.

Objective: The aim of this study was to provide a systematic review for health care professionals regarding the current evidence
about the validation, feasibility, clinical outcomes, and costs of wearable wireless devices for continuous monitoring of vital
signs.

Methods: A systematic and comprehensive search was performed using PubMed/MEDLINE, EMBASE, and Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials from January 2009 to September 2019 for studies that evaluated wearable wireless devices for
continuous monitoring of vital signs in adults. Outcomes were structured by validation, feasibility, clinical outcomes, and costs.
Risk of bias was determined by using the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool, quality assessment of diagnostic accuracy studies 2nd
edition, or quality of health economic studies tool.

Results: In this review, 27 studies evaluating 13 different wearable wireless devices were included. These studies predominantly
evaluated the validation or the feasibility outcomes of these devices. Only a few studies reported the clinical outcomes with these
devices and they did not report a significantly better clinical outcome than the standard tools used for measuring vital signs. Cost
outcomes were not reported in any study. The quality of the included studies was predominantly rated as low or moderate.

Conclusions: Wearable wireless continuous monitoring devices are mostly still in the clinical validation and feasibility testing
phases. To date, there are no high quality large well-controlled studies of wearable wireless devices available that show a significant
clinical benefit or cost-effectiveness. Such studies are needed to help health care professionals and administrators in their decision
making regarding implementation of these devices on a large scale in clinical practice or in-home monitoring.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(6):e18636) doi: 10.2196/18636
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Introduction

Continuous monitoring of vital signs of inpatients is a common
practice in intensive care, medium care, operation theatre, and
recovery ward settings [1]. The goal of continuous vital signs
monitoring in these settings is early detection of the clinical
deterioration, thereby allowing timely intervention [2,3].
However, once patients are discharged to the general ward, vital
signs are only monitored intermittently, often just once or twice
daily. Early warning scores have been implemented to guide
clinical interpretation, but this value is limited by the intermittent
nature of the measurements [4-6]. Serious unexpected adverse
events do occur regularly in general wards, especially in
high-risk postsurgical or elderly frail patients [7-13]. This
incidence of adverse events is expected to increase owing to
the aging population, increasing complexity of in-hospital care,
increasing pressure to limit health care costs, and increasing
shortage of nursing staff. These adverse events may be prevented
or mitigated if continuous monitoring of vital signs would be
available to facilitate early detection of the deteriorating trends
in vital signs, thereby allowing timely interventions [14-16].
An important advantage of continuous monitoring may be the
insight in the trends, which can be much more informative and
predictive than single deviating values [17-19].

Recent studies have shown that continuous monitoring in
combination with automated alerts in case of deterioration
improves patient outcomes [17,20-23]. However, for continuous
monitoring to be applicable in general wards, it should not lead
to decreased mobility of the patient. Therefore, continuous
monitoring devices should preferably be portable, wireless, and
wearable on an easily accessible body part [18,24]. Such
wearable devices also have the potential to be used for
continuous monitoring of the vital signs of the patients at home
or in rehabilitation centers, thereby possibly leading to reduced
length of hospital stay and preventing unplanned readmissions
[25].

The technology of wearable wireless sensors for vital signs
monitoring is advancing rapidly [26]. Many manufacturers are
now developing wearable sensors with different capabilities
and different underlying technical specifications and algorithms
[27]. The reliability and the accuracy of these devices have often
only been demonstrated in healthy volunteers instead of in
patients with deviating values [17]. In addition, the scientific
evidence regarding the feasibility, effectiveness, and costs of
these wearable sensors in clinical practice is still very limited
[17,28,29]. Previous reviews on continuous monitoring of vital
signs did not focus on wearable wireless devices but rather on
conventional nonambulant monitoring [14]. The aim of this
study was to systematically review the current evidence on
wearable wireless devices for continuous vital signs monitoring
by providing a thorough overview of the currently available
studies.

Methods

Design
We conducted a systematic review of the literature by following
the guidelines as outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for

Systematic Reviews of Interventions version 6.0 and reported
according the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement [30,31].

Eligibility Criteria
Studies were considered eligible for inclusion when they met
the following criteria: consisted of participants older than 18
years; evaluated a continuous monitoring device that measured
vital signs such as heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR), blood
pressure (BP), temperature, and blood oxygen saturation (SpO2)
[16]; used a device that measured ≥2 vital signs; used a device
that was wireless and wearable; and published after 2009. This
timeframe was chosen to prevent the inclusion of papers on
outdated technology. Studies were excluded when the device
was not wearable by the patient and the device had no formal
approval as a medical device through the Conformité
Européenne (CE) mark or Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
clearance or both. Furthermore, conference abstracts, review
articles, letters, editorials, articles without full texts, and
non-English or non-Dutch articles were excluded.

The outcomes of interest were as follows: validation (eg,
sensitivity, specificity, limits of agreement [LoA]), feasibility
(eg, acceptability, user experiences, system fidelity), clinical
outcomes (eg, mortality, length of stay, fail-to-rescue [FTR],
intensive care unit [ICU] admission), and costs (eg,
cost-minimization, cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness, or cost-utility
outcomes) [25,32-35].

For validation studies, the prespecified clinically relevant mean
difference and LoA were 10±10 beats per minute for HR, 3±3
breaths per minute for RR, 0.5°C±1.0°C for temperature, 10±20
mmHg for systolic BP, and 3%±5% for SpO2. The guidelines
for the acceptable mean differences and LoA for continuous
monitoring of vital signs are unfortunately lacking.

Search Strategy
A systematic literature search of PubMed/MEDLINE,
EMBASE, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials was performed with the last search run on September 6,
2019. In addition, the references of the retrieved studies were
manually screened to obtain additional relevant studies. The
following keywords were used: vital signs, clinical deterioration,
and wireless continuous monitoring. Keywords on outcomes
were based on terms about validation, feasibility, clinical
outcomes, and cost outcomes. The full search strategy is
available in Multimedia Appendix 1. The search string was
audited by a clinical librarian and adapted for the individual
databases and interfaces as needed. The information about the
specifications of the wearable devices was obtained from the
manuals and fact sheets of the manufacturers.

Study Selection
All identified references were checked for duplicates and
consolidated in the reference manager software (Mendeley
1.19.5). Titles and abstracts of references were independently
screened by 2 researchers against the inclusion and exclusion
criteria. Full-text articles of references that matched the inclusion
criteria were read independently to determine eligibility.
Disagreements were resolved by discussion between the 2
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review authors; if no agreement could be reached, the third
author was consulted.

Data Collection Process
A data extraction sheet was developed based on the Cochrane
Consumers and Communication review group’s data extraction
template and was pilot tested using 5 randomly selected included
studies and refined accordingly [31]. One review author
extracted the data from the included studies and the second
author checked the extracted data. Disagreements were resolved
by discussion between the 2 review authors; if no agreement
could be reached, the third author was consulted.

Data Extraction and Synthesis
The following data were extracted for each study: (1) first
author, country, year of publishing, aim, design, setting, patient
population, sample size, and conflicts of interest; (2)
manufacturer and name of the device and type of vital signs
measured by the device; and (3) outcomes of the studies divided
in previously defined categories: validation, feasibility, clinical,
and cost outcomes. The study outcomes were presented for each
device.

Risk of Bias of Individual Studies
For assessing the risk of bias of individual studies, 2 authors
independently appraised each study critically. Disagreements
in the quality assessment between the authors were solved by
discussion until consensus was reached. Owing to the large
diversity of the included study designs, 3 different instruments
were used. The 2018 version of the Mixed Methods Appraisal
Tool (MMAT) was utilized for 5 study designs: qualitative,
quantitative randomized controlled, quantitative nonrandomized,

quantitative descriptive, and mixed methods [36]. Each category
contained 5 criteria with the score range from 0 to 5 of the
criteria met. For mixed methods studies, scores were calculated
as the lowest score from among the 3 relevant designs
(quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods). A score of 0 to
2 was considered as low, a score of 3 and 4 was considered as
moderate, and a score of 5 was considered as high. For
diagnostic accuracy study designs, the quality assessment of
diagnostic accuracy studies 2nd edition (QUADAS-2) was
utilized to assess the risk of bias [37]. QUADAS‐2 consists
of 4 domains: patient selection, index test, reference standard,
and flow and timing. All domains were assessed for the potential
for risk of bias and the first 3 domains, that is, patient selection,
index test, and reference standard were assessed for concerns
regarding applicability. For economic evaluation studies, the
quality of health economic studies (QHES) tool was utilized to
assess the quality [38]. The QHES instrument is a validated
method for assessing the quality of health economic analyses.
It consists of 16 items, each with specific weight values ranging
from 1 to 9. Each score is multiplied by the weight to produce
a total score, with a maximum score of 100.

Results

Study Selection
We identified 5403 potentially relevant studies in our literature
search after duplicate removal, of which 5 studies were accessed
from the reference list of the potentially relevant studies.
Screening of titles and abstracts resulted in 198 studies, which
were read full text. Eventually, 27 studies that met the eligibility
criteria were included [39-65]. A PRISMA flowchart of the
search is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. PRISMA flowchart. PRISMA: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses; CENTRAL: Cochrane Central Register
of Controlled Trials; CE: Conformité Européenne; FDA: Food and Drug Administration.

Study Characteristics
In this study, 13 different devices of 10 manufacturers were
studied in 2717 subjects (median 43, range 6-736). Subjects
were healthy patients, trauma patients, surgical patients, or
neurological/neurosurgical patients (Table 1). The 13 devices
were as follows: ViSi Mobile, SensiumVitals, HealthPatch MD,
VitalPatch, Wireless Vital Signs Monitor (WVSM) device,
MiniMedic, Zephyr BioPatch, Biosensor, IntelliVue Cableless
Measurement Solution, Wavelet Wristband, Proteus patch,
Alarm Management System, and EQ02 Lifemonitor (Table 2).

Of the 27 included studies, 15 were from the United States and
the remaining were from the United Kingdom (N=6), the
Netherlands (N=2), Canada (N=1), China (N=1), Australia
(N=1), and Austria (N=1). Among these, 13 were validation
studies, 6 were cohort studies, 2 were case-control studies, 3
were mixed methods studies, 1 was a qualitative study, and 2
were pilot randomized controlled trials. The reported outcomes
were validation (N=15), feasibility (N=15), and clinical
outcomes (N=6; Table 3). Seventeen studies declared that they
had no conflicts of interest. In 6 studies, one or more authors

were employees of the manufacturing company of the studied
device. The remaining 4 studies did not declare any possible
conflicts of interest (Table 1).

Devices

ViSi Mobile
Five studies (N=1308) have been published about the ViSi
Mobile (Sotera Wireless; Table 1) [39,40,51,59,60]. This device
is worn on the wrist, upper arm, or chest, and it measures HR,
RR, BP, SpO2, and skin temperature (Table 2) [66].

Validation outcomes: This device was validated in 1 study,
which reported an acceptable mean difference but wide LoA
between the device and manual nurse measurements for HR,
RR, and BP (Table 4) [59]. SpO2 had an acceptable mean
difference and LoA.

Of the 27 included studies, 15 were from the United States and
the remaining were from the United Kingdom (N=6), the
Netherlands (N=2), Canada (N=1), China (N=1), Australia
(N=1), and Austria (N=1). Among these, 13 were validation
studies, 6 were cohort studies, 2 were case-control studies, 3
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were mixed methods studies, 1 was a qualitative study, and 2
were pilot randomized controlled trials. The reported outcomes
were validation (N=15), feasibility (N=15), and clinical
outcomes (N=6; Table 3). Seventeen studies declared that they
had no conflicts of interest. In 6 studies, one or more authors
were employees of the manufacturing company of the studied
device. The remaining 4 studies did not declare any possible
conflicts of interest (Table 1).

Feasibility outcomes: Patients reported the wristband as big or
heavy. Four studies reported the perceptions of the health care
professionals [39,51,59,60]. Nurses mentioned that this device
had a short battery life and poor connection but it reported better
insight into the vital signs [59]. Both nurses and physicians felt
confident about their ability to identify patients at risk of
deterioration but were concerned about the accuracy of the
device [39,59]. Besides, physicians were positive about the
potential of continuous monitoring, as this device provided
reassurance to patients and supported interdisciplinary
communication between nurses and physicians [39]. Another
study stated that 67% of the nurses were positive about the
deployment of continuous monitoring in the ward [51]. All
nurses were positive that the monitor provided valuable patient
data that increased patient safety [60]. However, they had certain
reservations, including the potential decrease in the bedside
nurse-patient contact, increase in inappropriate rapid response
team (RRT) calls, and possible discomfort for patients wearing
the device [39]. Two studies reported system fidelity. The
system generated 2 to 10 alarms per patient in a day [40,60], of
which one study [60] reported that 92% of the nurses indicated
that the number of alarms were appropriate. One study showed
that 70% of the artefacts, defined as the noncollected parameters,
were caused by connection failure and 74% lasted less than 5
minutes [59].

Clinical outcomes: RRT calls, FTR, unexpected deaths, and
ICU transfers were not significantly reduced by continuous
monitoring [40,51]. The complication rate was higher in the
intermittent monitoring group than in the continuous monitoring
group [51]. One study described only 4 alert-initiated
interventions in 236 patients [60]. The quality of these studies
ranged from low to moderate, as assessed by the MMAT tool,
thereby indicating that these studies are subject to bias (Figure
2).

Cost outcomes: None of the studies reported this type of
outcome.

SensiumVitals
Five studies (N=371) have been published about the
SensiumVitals (Sensium Healthcare; Table 1) [56,61-64]. This
is a patch device attached to the chest for continuous monitoring
of the HR, RR, and axillary temperature (Table 2) [67].

Validation outcomes: This device was validated in 3 studies.
Two studies included surgical patients [63,64] and 1 included
healthy volunteers [61]. The results were conflicting. The mean
difference between the device and reference standard was
acceptable for HR and RR (Table 4). For HR, LoA was
acceptable in 2 studies and outside acceptable limits for 1 study.
For RR, LoA was wide for all studies. One study [64] reported

temperatures outside acceptable ranges. Furthermore, RR was
frequently rejected by the algorithm owing to the inaccuracy of
the measurement [61,63]. However, the results may be biased
owing to the high risk of bias at the reference standards and
patient selection (Figure 2). In addition, 2 of the 3 studies
[61,63] were authored by the employees of the SensiumVitals
manufacturing company and one study was also funded by the
manufacturer [61].

Feasibility outcomes: Two studies described the feasibility of
this device. One qualitative study showed the patient perceptions
[56]. Six themes emerged from the interviews: (1) patients
emphasized the importance of nursing contact, (2) patients
indicated that they hoped to be disturbed less for night-time
observations with the new monitoring system, (3) patients
reported high comfort, (4) patients experienced a high sense of
security, (5) patients expressed that monitoring could be a
solution for the busy nursing staff, and (6) patients expressed
reservations about the reliability of the technology such as the
data security and system failure. The second study reported that
patients were comfortable with the patch and that it enhanced
the feeling of safety although 16.4% discontinued the
intervention owing to the discomfort before the end of the study
[62].

Clinical outcomes: Only one study reported the clinical outcome.
In that study, no statistically significant better clinical outcomes
for the patch group were seen, possibly owing to the sample
size [62]. Notably, the authors reported that an unacceptable
high number of alerts were sent to the nurses before adjusting
the alarm thresholds. Since the quality of these studies was rated
from low to high by the MMAT tool, possible bias is introduced
(Figure 2).

Cost outcomes: None of the studies reported this type of
outcome.

VitalPatch and HealthPatch MD
Five studies (N=133) have been published on the VitalPatch
and its previous version HealthPatch MD, which is not available
anymore (VitalConnect; Table 1) [41-43,65]. Of them, one
mixed methods study compared the HealthPatch with the ViSi
Mobile [59]. This patch device is applied to the chest and
measures HR, RR, and ST (Table 2) [68].

Validation outcomes: This device was validated in 4 studies.
For HR, the mean difference was acceptable for all studies and
LoA was acceptable for 2 studies (Table 4). The mean difference
for RR was acceptable; however, all studies reported LoA
outside of the preset acceptable range. One study reported a
mean absolute error of less than 3 for HR and 1 for RR [65].
All studies were subject to potential bias at patient selection
and the reference standard (Table 4).

Feasibility outcomes: The acceptability of this device was
reported as high by the majority of the nurses [41]. However,
the exact numbers were not reported. Besides, the health care
professionals recommended that it was necessary to gain
experience with use of the device in clinical practice [41].
Patients reported that the HealthPatch did not restrict them in
daily activities. The fidelity of the system was reported in 2
studies, of which one study reported a loss of data of 6% [42].
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They compared several thresholds; 63% of the measurements
were performed without data loss greater than 2 minutes. In
addition, another study reported that more than 50% of all the
artefacts lasted for less than 1 minute, and 43% of them lasted
for less than 5 minutes [59]. The reasons for these artefacts were
wireless signal connection problems or losing skin contact.

None of the studies reported the clinical and cost outcomes.

WVSM Device
Two studies (N=305) evaluated the WVSM device (Athena
GTX) in trauma patients (Table 1) [45,69]. This device measures
the HR, BP, RR, and SpO2 continuously and is worn on the
chest, upper arm, and fingertips (Table 2) [70].

Feasibility outcomes: One study reported the feasibility
outcomes [45]. This study was a posthoc analysis of the previous
study of Liu et al [69]. They found at least 75% adequate data
for BP, HR, and RR for predicting life-saving interventions
(LSIs) [45]. However, the results were subject to bias because
of a high risk of bias in the following categories: patient
selection and flow and timing (Figure 2).

Clinical outcomes: One study reported the clinical outcomes
and showed that the data of this device were accurate in
comparison with that shown in a conventional monitor for the
determination of LSIs, without periodic loss of signals or other
errors [69]. The authors learned during the study that new
medical devices to be used for prehospital studies require
integration into the local information technology infrastructure.
The quality of this study was rated as high (Figure 2).

None of the studies reported the validation and cost outcomes.

MiniMedic
Two studies (N=155) evaluated the MiniMedic (Athena GTX)
in trauma patients (Table 1) [49,50]. This device measures the
HR, SpO2, and ST both at the fingertip and in the forehead
(Table 2). In addition, a Murphy factor, an injury acuity
algorithm that generates a score, can be calculated for triaged
patients in need of LSIs [71].

Validation outcomes: One study compared the pulse-wave transit
time, a derivate of BP, reported in the device with the BP
reported in the conventional monitor and found correlations

between them (R2=0.036, P<.001; Table 3) [50]. Temperature
measurements were significantly different between the device
and the reference standard and between the fingertip and the
forehead sensor of the device. For HR, a mean difference of 3
beats per minute was found between the device and the reference
standard (P<.001). For SpO2, the median difference between
the conventional monitor and the fingertip sensor was 0% and
that between the conventional monitor and the forehead sensor
was 7% (P<.001). However, this study had a high possibility
of bias at patient selection (Figure 2). The second study
demonstrated that the MiniMedic was capable of computing a
single numeric value, the Murphy factor, to summarize the
overall patient status and to identify prehospital trauma patients
who need LSIs [49].

None of these studies reported the feasibility, clinical, and cost
outcomes.

Zephyr BioPatch
Three studies (N=85) have been published about the Zephyr
BioPatch (Medtronic Annapolis; Table 1) [46-48]. This is a
patch or a patch fixed by a harness on the chest and it measures
the HR, RR, and the estimated core temperature (Table 2) [72].

Validation outcomes: Two studies reported the validation
outcomes (Table 3). One study was conducted in healthy
volunteers during graded exercise and in a hot environment and
one was conducted in full-term pregnant women [47,48]. For
HR, both studies reported acceptable mean differences but
nonacceptable LoA. For RR, one study [47] reported acceptable
mean differences but nonacceptable LoA for RR but the other
study [48] that also reported acceptable mean differences but
nonacceptable LoA for RR was subjected to a high risk of bias
at patient selection (Figure 2). Therefore, Boatin et al [47] are
the only researchers who have reported acceptable mean
differences but nonacceptable LoA for RR.

Feasibility outcomes: Considering the feasibility outcomes, the
participants found the patch comfortable (78%), likeable (81%),
and useful (97%). Among nurses, 80% of the nurses found the
monitor easy to use and 84% would recommend it to patients
[47]. Another study reported a retention rate of 88.6% at the
end of the 24-hour monitoring period after exclusion of 2
patients with poor electrocardiogram (ECG) signals [46].
Furthermore, the authors interviewed patients and nurses about
any challenges wearing the sensors. Both groups did not report
any challenges. The quality of the studies was rated as moderate
and high (Figure 2).

None of the included studies reported the clinical and cost
outcomes.

Biosensor
One study (N=17) reported about the Philips Biosensor, which
is a rebrand of the VitalConnect’s HealthPatch (Table 1) [57].
This device is able to measure HR, RR, and ST (Table 2) [73].

Validation outcomes: This study only compared the RR of the
device with a reference standard. This resulted in acceptable
limits of mean difference of 3.5±5.2 breaths per minute and a
statistically significant correlation of Spearman’s ρ of 0.86.
However, results may be biased due to the high risk of bias
regarding patient selection and flow and timing (Figure 2). In
addition, 2 authors were employees of Philips and the study
was funded by the manufacturer.

This study did not report the feasibility, clinical, and cost
outcomes.

Wavelet Wristband
One study (N=35) reported about the Wavelet Wristband
(Wavelet Health), a watch that monitors HR and RR (Table 1
and Table 2) [52,74].

Validation outcomes: For HR, acceptable mean differences and
LoA were found (Table 4). For RR, the LoA was outside of the
acceptable limits. However, all aspects of risk of bias were either
unclear or high and applicability was low (Figure 2). Besides,
4 authors were former or current employees of the
manufacturing company.
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This study did not report the feasibility, clinical, and cost
outcomes.

Proteus Patch
We found 1 study (N=13) that reported about the Proteus patch
(Proteus Digital Health; Table 1) [53]. This device monitors
HR, RR, and ST (Table 2) [75].

Feasibility outcomes: In the feasibility study, the patch was able
to monitor for over 5 days at home. However, data of 2 patients
was insufficient for performing the analysis and were excluded.
The quality of the study was rated as low (Figure 2).

This study did not report the validation, clinical, or cost
outcomes.

IntelliVue Cableless Measurement Solution
We found about the IntelliVue Cableless Measurement Solution
(Philips) in 1 study on clinical patients (N=226; Table 1) [54].
This is a device for monitoring the HR, RR, BP, and SpO2

(Table 2) [76].

Feasibility outcomes: There was an overall good acceptance by
patients and health care professionals. No data was lost due to
technical difficulties over a median monitoring period of 178
minutes per patient. The quality of the study was rated as high
(Figure 2).

This study did not report the validation, clinical, or cost
outcomes.

Equivital EQ02 Lifemonitor
We found 1 study (N=6) that reported about the Equivital EQ02
Lifemonitor (Hidalgo Ltd) for measuring the HR, RR, ST, and
core temperature by using a chest-worn belt monitor (Table 1
and Table 2) [55]. The core temperature was measured using
an ingestible pill [77].

Validation outcomes: Acceptable results were found for HR
and RR (Figure 2). Skin temperature was outside of the
acceptable limits for mean difference and LoA, but the core
temperature measurement was considered as acceptable.
However, these results were subjected to a high risk of bias at
patient selection and reference standard (Figure 2).

This study did not report the feasibility, clinical, and cost
outcomes.

Alarm Management System
We found 1 study (N=250) that reported about the Alarm
Management System (Covidien; Table 1) [58]. This device was
worn at the fingertip and it measures HR and SpO2 (Table 2).

Feasibility outcomes: The authors reported that 86.6% of the
patients completed the monitoring period in the study. Besides,
a mean of 4 alarms per week was reported due to decreased
SpO2 in about 75% of the alarms.

Clinical outcomes: The authors reported respiratory event rates,
ICU transfer, and RRT calls. However, this occurred 0 times
in the control and 1 time in the intervention group. Eventually,
the quality of this study was rated as high (Figure 2).

This study did not report about the validation or cost outcomes.
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Table 1. Study characteristics.

Conflicts of
interest

ComparisonDeviceSample
size (N)

Study populationSettingStudy designCountryAuthor, year

Not reportedNoneViSi Mobile106Physicians and
nurses of a respi-

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Mixed meth-
ods

AustraliaPrgomet et al,
2016 [39]

ratory and neuro-
surgery ward

None declaredManual measure-
ments

ViSi Mobile736Neurological and
neurosurgical pa-
tients

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Case-controlUSAWeller et al,
2017 [40]

None declaredNoneViSi Mobile422Orthopedic and
trauma patients

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Before-afterUSAVerillo et al,
2018 [51]

None declaredManual measure-

ments (HRa, RRb)

ViSi Mobile,
HealthPatch

20Internal and surgi-
cal patients

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Mixed meth-
ods

The
Nether-
lands

Weenk et al,
2017 [59]

None declaredNoneViSi Mobile24Nurses2 hospitalsCohortUSAWatkins et al,
2015 [60]

None declaredManual and intermit-
tent measurements

SensiumVitals226General surgical
patients

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Pilot Ran-
domized
control trial

UKDowney et al,
2018a [62]

by nurses (HR, RR,
temperature)

None declaredNoneSensiumVitals12Surgical patientsSingle-cen-
ter hospital

QualitativeUKDowney et al,
2018b [56]

5 authors were
employees of

Philips Intellivue

MP30: 3-lead ECGc
SensiumVitals61Surgical and co-

morbid patients
Single-cen-
ter hospital

Validation
study

UKHernandez-
Silveira et al,
2015a [63] the manufac-

turing compa-
(HR); Microstream
Oridion Capnogra-
phy (RR) ny of the de-

vice

Study was
funded by

Rigel 333 patient
simulator (HR, RR),

SensiumVitals21Healthy subjectsLaboratoryValidation
study

UKHernandez-
Silveira et al,
2015b [61] manufacturer,

one author
Simman (HR),
Philips IntelliVue

was an em-
ployee

MP30: 2-lead ECG
(HR), capnography
(RR)

None declaredPulse-oximeter
(HR), manually

SensiumVitals51Major elective
surgery patients

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Validation
study

UKDowney et al,
2019 [64]

(RR), tympanic ther-
mometer (ST)

Authors were
employees of

Actiheart, Oridion
Capnostream

HealthPatch25Healthy subjectsLaboratoryValidation
study

USAChan et al,
2013 [65]

the manufac-
turer of the de-
vice

None declaredDinamp device
(HR), oral thermome-

HealthPatch6Healthy subjectsLaboratoryValidation
study

USAIzmailova et
al, 2019 [41]

ter (ST), manual
measurement (RR)

None declaredXPREZZON bed-
side monitor

HealthPatch25Surgical patientsSingle-cen-
ter hospital

Validation
study

The
Nether-
lands

Breteler et al,
2018 [42]

Not reportedBench testing, Cap-
nostream20, (RR),

VitalPatch57Healthy subjectsLaboratoryValidation
study

USASelvaraj et al,
2018 [43]

Actiheart device
(HR)

None declaredLIFEPAK 12 defib-
rillator/monitor

WVSMd305Trauma patientsPrehospitalValidation
study

USALiu et al, 2014
[69]
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Conflicts of
interest

ComparisonDeviceSample
size (N)

Study populationSettingStudy designCountryAuthor, year

One author is

the CEOe of
the manufac-
turing compa-
ny

NoneWVSM104Trauma patientsPrehospitalCohortUSALiu et al, 2015
[45]

None declaredNoneZephyr BioPatch35Hematology and
oncology patients

Single-cen-
ter hospital

CohortUSARazjouan et
al, 2017 [46]

None declaredPulse-oximeter
(HR), manually
(RR)

Zephyr BioPatch38Full-term preg-
nant women and
nurses

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Mixed meth-
ods

USABoatin et al,
2016 [47]

None declared12-lead ECG (HR),
Model K4 b2, (RR)

Zephyr BioPatch12Healthy subjectsLaboratoryValidation
study

USAKim et al,
2012 [48]

None declaredLIFEPAK, Propaq
MD monitor

MiniMedic113Patients transport-
ed by the prehos-
pital provider

PrehospitalCohortUSAVan Haren et
al, 2013 [49]

Not reportedGE Solar 8000M
multichannel moni-
tor

MiniMedic59Trauma patients
in the intensive
care unit

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Validation
study

USAMeisozo et al,
2016 [50]

One author
was an em-
ployee of
Wavelet
Health

ECG (HR), spirome-
try sensor (RR),
BIOPAC M36

Wavelet Wrist-
band

35Healthy subjectsLaboratoryValidation
study

USADur et al,
2019 [52]

Two authors
were employ-
ees of Philips
and study was
funded by
Philips

Capnography (RR)Biosensor17Emergency de-
partment

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Validition
study

USALi et al, 2019
[57]

None declaredNoneProteus patch13Patients with
heart failure

HomeCohortUKOrdonnel et
al, 2019 [53]

None declaredNoneIntelliVue Cable-
less Measurement
Solution

226Patients at the
emergency depart-
ment and nurses
who provided
care

Single-cen-
ter hospital

CohortAustriaHubner et al,
2015 [54]

Not reportedPolar S810i HR
Monitor (HR),
Spirometer
MLT1000L (RR),
MLT422/D TSK
probe (Temperature)

Equivital EQ02
Lifemonitor

6Healthy subjectsLaboratoryValidation
study

ChinaLiu et al, 2013
[55]

None declaredNoneCovidien Alarm
Management
System

250Mixed surgical
patients

Single-cen-
ter hospital

Pilot random-
ized control
trial

CanadaPaul et al,
2019 [58]

aHR: heart rate.
bRR: respiratory rate.
cECG: electrocardiogram.
dWVSM: wireless vital signs monitor.
eCEO: chief executive officer.
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Table 2. Device characteristics.

ShWgDfSoAeEMRdCRc

(meter)
CoTybBLaLocationOther parame-

ters
Vital signsManufac-

turer
Device

Clinic✓✓180Wi-Fi 802.11 radio14-16 hUpper arm,
chest, wrist

Body posture,
fall detection

HRi, BPj,

RRk,

Sotera
Wireless

ViSi Mobile

SpO2
l,

STm

Clinic✓✓✓✓180Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g5 daysChest,
armpit

NoneHR, RR,
ST

Sensium
Health-
care

SensiumVitals

Clinic,
home

✓✓✓max. 10Bluetooth3 daysChestHRVn, fall de-
tection, step

HR, RR,
ST

VitalCon-
nect

HealthPatch
MD

count, body
posture, R-R in-
terval, stress
level, energy
expenditure

Clinic,
home

✓✓✓✓max. 10Bluetooth5 daysChestHRV, steps,
body posture,
fall detection,
activity

HR, RR,
ST

VitalCon-
nect

VitalPatch

Clinic,
home

✓✓N/Ao180Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g7+ hUpper arm,
chest, fin-
gertip

NoneHR, BP,
RR, SpO2

Athena
GTX

Wireless Vital
Signs Monitor
Device

Clinic,
home

✓✓N/A100Zigbee 802.15.412 hForehead,
fingertip

PRp, PWTTq,
Murphy Factor

HR, SpO2,
ST

Athena
GTX

MiniMedic

ClinicN/AN/AN/AN/AZephyr ECHO
gateway, Bluetooth
2.1+, 3G

12-28 hChestActivity, body
posture

HR, RR,
estimated

CTr

Medtron-
ic

Zephyr
BioPatch

Clinic,
home

✓✓✓✓Max. 10Bluetooth4 daysChestBody postureHR, RR,
ST

PhilipsBiosensor

Clinic✓✓<100Short range radio
to IntelliVue
Guardian Software

12-24 hUpper arm,
wrist, belly

NoneHR, RR,
BP, SpO2

PhilipsIntelliVue Ca-
bleless Measure-
ment Solution

Home✓N/Amax. 10Bluetooth5 daysWristHRVHR, RRWavelet
Health

Wavelet Wrist-
band

Home✓N/AN/Amax. 10Bluetooth7 daysUpper left
chest

NoneHR, RR,
ST

Proteus
Digital
Health

Proteus patch

Clinic,
home

✓✓N/A100Bluetooth 2.1, 3G,

4G, GPRSt, CD-

MAu

12-48 hChest with
belt

ECGs, ac-
celerometer,
body posture,
fall detection

HR, RR,
ST

Hidalgo
Ltd

EQ02 Lifemoni-
tor

ClinicN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AFingertipNoneHR, SpO2CovidienAlarm Manage-
ment System

aBL: battery life.
bCoTy: connection type.
cCR: connection range.
dEMR: electronic medical record.
eSoA: system of alerts.
fD: disposable.
gW: waterproof.
hS: setting.
iHR: heart rate.
jBP: blood pressure.
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kRR: respiratory rate.
lSpO2: blood oxygen saturation.
mST: skin temperature.
nHRV: heart rate variability.
oN/A: not applicable.
pPR: pulse rate.
qPWTT: pulse wave transit time.
rCT: core temperature.
sECG: electrocardiogram.
tGPRS: general packet radio service.
uCDMA: code-division multiple access.
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Table 3. Reported outcomes of included studies.

Cost outcomesClinical outcomesFeasibility outcomesValidation outcomesAuthor, year

——Knowledge, confidence, perceptions and
feedback about continuous monitoring

—aPrgomet et al, 2016 [39]

device, interdisciplinary communication
regarding deterioration

—RRTb calls, ICUc transfers,
unexpected deaths

Alarm rate—Weller et al, 2017 [40]

—Complication rate, RRT

calls, ICU transfers, FTRd

events

Staff satisfaction—Verillo et al, 2018 [51]

——Artifacts, user experiencesBland-Altman agreementWeenk et al, 2017 [59]

—Log of interventions based
on alarms

Nursing experiences, number of alarms—Watkins et al, 2015 [60]

—Time to ABe, mortality,
length of stay, admission to

Patient acceptability and compliance—Downey et al, 2018a [62]

level II or II, 30-day readmis-
sion

——Patient perceptions—Downey et al, 2018b [56]

———Bland-Altman agreementHernandez-Silveira et al,
2015a [63]

———Bland-Altman agreementHernandez-Silveira et al,
2015b [61]

——Completeness of continuous patch dataBland-Altman agreementDowney et al, 2019 [64]

———Mean absolute error, root-mean-
square error

Chan et al, 2013 [65]

——Data collection rate, acceptabilityData collection rate, comparison
with control, data limitations

Izmailova et al, 2019
[41]

——Data lossLimits of agreement and biasBreteler et al, 2018 [42]

———Bland-Altman agreementSelvaraj et al, 2018 [43]

—Prediction of life-saving in-
terventions

——Liu et al, 2014 [69]

——Percentages of valid measurements and
nonzero waveform samples

—Liu et al, 2015 [45]

——Any potential adverse events or com-
plaints as a result of the patch

—Razjouan et al, 2017 [46]

——Acceptability, functionalityBland-Altman agreementBoatin et al, 2016 [47]

———Bland-Altman agreementKim et al, 2012 [48]

—Prediction of life-saving in-
terventions

—Sensitivity, specificity, negative
predictive value, positive predic-
tive value, and area under the re-

Van Haren et al, 2013
[49]

ceiving operating characteristic
curves

———Paired student t-test, Fisher exact
tests

Meisozo et al, 2016 [50]

———Pearson correlation coefficients
along with Bland-Altman plots

Dur et al, 2019 [52]

and Bland-Altman limits of
agreement

———Correlation, mean differenceLi et al, 2019 [57]

—Sleep detectionWear-time detection—Ordonnel et al, 2019 [53]

——Monitoring time, patient and user experi-
ences

—Hubner et al, 2015 [54]
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Cost outcomesClinical outcomesFeasibility outcomesValidation outcomesAuthor, year

———Bland-Altman agreement, coeffi-

cient of variation, ICCf, SEEg,
Pearson correlation coefficients,

ANOVAh

Liu et al, 2013 [55]

—Respiratory event rate, ICU
transfer, RRT calls

Recruitment rate, acceptance and toler-
ance, number of alarms per day including
type and response, reliability of the sys-
tem

—Paul et al, 2019 [58]

aNot available.
bRRT: rapid response time.
cICU: intensive care unit.
dFTR: fail-to-rescue.
eAB: antibiotic administration.
fICC: intraclass correlation.
gSEE: standard error of the estimate.
hANOVA: analysis of variance.
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Table 4. Bland-Altman agreement of validation studies.

BP diastf, mean
difference
(Limits of
Agreement)

BP syste, mean
difference
(Limits of
Agreement)

SpO2
d, mean

difference
(Limits of
Agreement)

Tc, mean differ-
ence (Limits of
Agreement)

RRb, mean differ-
ence (Limits of
Agreement)

HRa, mean differ-
ence (Limits of
Agreement)

Device, study, subgroup

————g–1.8 (–10.1/6.5)0.4 (–8.7/9.5)VitalPatch, Selvaraj et al, 2018
[43]

——————HealthPatch, Chan et al, 2013
[65]

————−2.3 (−15.8/11.2)−1.1 (−8.8/6.5)HealthPatch, Breteler et al,
2018 [42]

————–0.64 (10.32/9.04)–1.52 (–12.55/9.51)HealthPatch, Weenk et al, 2017
[59]

–8.00
(–27.46/11.46)

0.44
(–23.06/23.94)

0.10
(–3.13/3.33)

—1.19 (–5.53/7.91)–0.2 (–11.06/10.66)ViSi Mobile, Weenk et al, 2017
[59]

SensiumVitals, Hernandez-
Silveira et al, 2015 [63]

————0.4 (–6.3/7.1)–0.5 (–3.97/2.97)Surgical patients

————–1.4 (–10.8/8.0)0.97 (–3.73/5.67)Cardiovascular disorders
(low voltage/variable QRS
morphology)

————–1.0 (–9.4/7.0)–1.0 (–8.0/6.0)Cardiovascular disorders
(atrial fibrillation)

————–0.4 (–11.4/10.6)0.9 (–3.5/5.3)Metabolic disorders

————0.1 (–7.7/7.9)–0.02 (–6.98/7.02)Diabetes

————–0.43 (–6.10/5.20)–0.23 (–0.61/0.15)SensiumVitals, Hernandez-Sil-
veira et al, 2015 [61]

———0.82
(–1.13/2.78)

2.93 (–8.19/14.05)1.85 (–23.92/20.22)SensiumVitals, Downey et al,
2019 [64]

———0.02
(–1.48/1.52) -
0.5 (–1.3/2.3)

0.7 (–4.7/6.1) - 4.2
(–1.9/10.3)

1.6 (–11.6/14.8) -
4.2 (–4.4/22.8)

Zephyr BioPatch, Boatin et al,

2016 [47]h

————–0.6 (–5.6/4.4)0.5 (–15.3/16.3)Zephyr BioPatch, Kim et al,
2012 [48]

————1.0 (–3.0/4.0)–0.3 (–2.6/1.9)Wavelet Wristband, Dur et al,
2019 [52]

————3.5—Biosensor, Li et al, 2019 [57]

———0.59
(–0.29/1.47;
skin)

-0.1
(–0.32/0.12;
core)

0.2 (–2.2/2.6)1.2 (–5.4/7.8)Equivital EQ02, Liu et al, 2013

[55]i

aHR: heart rate.
bRR: respiratory rate.
cT: temperature.
dSpO2: oxygen saturation.
eBP syst: systolic blood pressure.
fBP diast: diastolic blood pressure.
gNot available.
hThis study reported the 25th and 75th percentile.
iThis study reported the Bland-Altman agreement of two types of temperature: skin and core temperature.
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Figure 2. Quality assessment of the included studies. Check marks: low risk of bias; Crosses: high risk of bias; Question marks: unclear risk of bias;
Grey cells: Quality assessment tool not used for the study.

Discussion

Summary of Evidence
In this study, we aimed to provide a systematic review of the
current evidence on wearable wireless continuous monitoring
devices for vital signs monitoring. We included 27 studies,
which evaluated 13 different wearable devices. Overall, the
studies predominantly evaluated the validation of the recorded
data (N=15) or the feasibility (N=15) of these devices. Clinical
outcomes were only reported in 6 studies, and studies describing
the cost outcomes are still lacking. Although 13 different devices
were included in this review, these devices did not share the
same indication in terms of monitoring. In general, 2 main target
indications could be identified. First, the ViSi Mobile, WVSM
Device, MiniMedic, and IntelliVue Cableless Measurement
Solution were designed for more extensive prehospital
(ambulance) or clinical physiological monitoring. This
monitoring level may be comparable to standard ICU
monitoring, and therefore, these devices are usually bulkier
wearable devices. Second, patch, wristband, and harness devices
such as the SensiumVitals, VitalPatch, Philips Biosensor, Zephyr
BioPatch, EQ02 Lifemonitor, Alarm Management System,
Wavelet Wristband, and the Proteus patch were designed for
ambulant wireless clinical monitoring of only a few basic vital
signs. These devices are possibly more suitable for patients in
the general ward and for monitoring the vital signs at home.

Regarding the validation of the devices, a few considerations
should be taken into account. Many of these studies were
conducted in healthy volunteers, which may introduce a bias
owing to the lack of deviating vital signs values when compared
to the vital signs of the actual patients. Further, for technical
reasons, vital signs cannot be measured continuously by
wearable sensors with equal accuracy. In particular, the RR and
temperatures still appear to be difficult to be measured reliably
in several included studies. In fact, the optimal reference
standard for measuring RR has still not been found, although
it is considered to be the most important parameter for predicting
clinical deterioration [78-81]. In addition, the optimal method
for measuring temperature by using wearable wireless devices
has yet to be found. Most devices measure the skin temperature,
which is known to be unreliable as equivalent for core
temperature [82-84].

Feasibility outcomes were focused on acceptability by health
care professionals and patients. In general, both groups were
positive about the deployment of the devices. In addition, the
operation of the system was evaluated, such as the completeness
of the measurements and the number and appropriateness of the
alarms. Both outcomes were assessed as feasible.

The impact of these devices on clinical outcomes is still unclear
because most included studies were underpowered to
demonstrate any significant effect. However, multiple studies
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described cases wherein a complication was recognized earlier
by the device and acted upon in a timely manner.

Regarding costs, no outcomes were reported about the devices
in the included studies. Such data may however be essential for
preparing future business cases for large-scale implementation,
considering the relatively high cost of such monitoring devices
and platforms [85].

Previously published reviews on continuous monitoring did not
focus on wearable devices, except for one, but this was not a
systematic review [32]. We found comparable but also
contrasting results in that study [32]. The review of Joshi et al
[32] reported the same devices as those reported by us as well
as some other devices that we excluded since there were no
published studies about those devices or they were published
before 2009. In line with our results, they also concluded that
the diagnostic accuracy of the devices was suboptimal,
especially the alarm rates and the false alarms. In addition, they
also indicated that there were no sufficiently powered studies
to show beneficial clinical effects or cost-effectiveness.

In a review of nonwearable devices, Cardona-Morrell et al [14]
found that early detection of deterioration was enhanced but
there were no significant improvements in the clinical outcomes,
which is in line with our findings regarding wearable devices.
This could be explained by the heterogeneous and underpowered
character of the included studies [14]. Downey et al [86] also
came to this conclusion and further stated that continuous
monitoring seems to be feasible in terms of the frequency of
implementation in hospitals; they found that patient and nurse
perceptions were positive and that continuous monitoring may
be cost-efficient.

Limitations
This systematic review had several limitations. First, the quality
varied across the included studies. Several accuracy studies
contained high risk of bias regarding patient selection as well
as the applicability. Further, the reference standard was often
not free from potential bias. Considering the studies assessed
with the MMAT tool, quality was predominantly rated 2 or 3
out of 5; therefore, bias is present. Moreover, assessing the
quality of the studies and comparing these studies was difficult
owing to the heterogeneity of the included studies. Therefore,
performing a meta-analysis was not possible owing to the
heterogeneity in the devices and the outcomes. Second, 5 of the
included studies had possible conflicts of interest owing to
funding by the manufacturer or because employees of the
manufacturing companies of the devices played a role in the
conduct of the study. This highlights the possible risk of
reporting and publication bias within this field of research.
Third, there were some limitations about the search. We only
focused on devices that measured at least two vital signs.
However, this cut-off was based on previous studies about the
predictive value for clinical deterioration. These studies found
that the more vital signs are monitored, the more accurate the
detection is [87,88]. Besides, we only focused on off-the-shelf
devices with a clearance by the CE mark or FDA as a medical
device for clinical use. We excluded 42 prototype studies that
were considered to be less clinically relevant for health care
professionals. However, this indicates that there may be many

more monitoring devices that will be launched in the health care
market in the future. Besides, the review was restricted to
English and Dutch publications published from 2009 and after.
Only a few studies were excluded based on language and the
older studies were considered be less clinically relevant owing
to outdated technology. Fourth, we prespecified the clinically
relevant mean difference and LoA for vital signs. It may be
clinically desirable to redefine acceptable accuracy limits
depending on the value of the vital signs measured and the
patient population. For example, a difference of 3 breaths per
minute is more clinically relevant in a range of 5-8 breaths per
minute than with 30-33 breaths per minute. However, reliable
evidence or guidelines for continuous monitoring of vital signs
are currently lacking.

Clinical Implications
This review outlines several important clinical implications
before health systems may proceed to large-scale
implementation of wearable wireless continuous monitoring
devices for vital signs monitoring for patients in the hospital
and at home. For both settings, vital signs data measurements
should be accurate, reliable, and validated in clinical studies.
This is especially important for the home setting, wherein a
health care professional is not readily available to assess the
clinical condition of the patient. For further optimization, the
monitoring measurements should preferably be incorporated
into an early warning score system supported by a validated
decision support algorithm [89]. These analysis algorithms
should be further enhanced to prevent too many alarms in order
to avoid alarm fatigue [90]. Further, for optimal adoption into
clinical workflows, the vital signs measurements should
preferably be integrated into the electronic medical record. This
will likely improve commitment and compliance from nurses
and doctors and will also allow for the summarized monitoring
data to be archived in the patient records [32]. When all such
factors are optimized, it is anticipated that studies will be able
to show a significant effect on clinical outcomes. For monitoring
patients at home, the patient data need to be sent to health care
professionals through a stable and secure wireless connection.
Such a system will need to be embedded in a validated care
work flow, thereby providing alarm reviews by care
professionals who will assess, make an initial phone call, and
then escalate to a home visit by a nurse or direct the patient to
the emergency department when needed [91]. Furthermore, for
home monitoring, the devices should be small, flexible, and
hypoallergenic and not bother patients during their daily
activities [18,24]. Battery life, which currently ranges from 3
to 7 days in most devices, may be further extended especially
for long-term monitoring of patients with chronic diseases such
as heart failure [18,19]. Eventually, when all the conditions are
optimized, larger studies may be able to demonstrate that
continuous home monitoring safely allows for routine early
discharge from the hospital. Further, such a system may
potentially provide timely detection of complications, and
thereby prevent readmissions, improve overall outcomes, and
decrease health care costs [21,92].
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Conclusions
Continuous monitoring devices are mostly still in the validation
and feasibility phases. Besides, studies reporting clinical
outcomes are still sparse and cost outcome studies are still

lacking. Such studies are needed to help health care
professionals and administrators in their decision making
regarding the implementation of these devices on a large scale
in clinical practice or in home monitoring.
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